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Convergence theory is a primary topic in topology. In fact, topology and so-called
convergence class are characterized by each other. In fuzzy topology L-fuzzy
.topology , more than 40 papers published in the last ten years were concerned with
convergence theory. Among these papers, the problem of convergence class was
w x w xsolved for the case of L s 0, 1 7 . Since the neighbor structure, so called
``quasi-coincident neighborhood system,'' of an L-fuzzy point in an L-fuzzy topo-
logical space is in general not directed under the inclusion order, the conditions of
w xconvergence class in 0, 1 -fuzzy topology will not be valid any longer in the case of
 4 lattice. Moreover, quite different from the cases of 0, 1 -fuzzy topology i.e.,
. w xordinary topology and 0, 1 -fuzzy topology, the so called Bolzano]Weierstrass
property does not hold, i.e., a net with a cluster point in an L-fuzzy topological
space is not still necessary to have a subnet converging to the point. In this paper, a
necessary and sufficient condition for the Bolzano]Weierstrass property is pro-
duced, the result is also used in a satisfactory theory of convergence classes in
L-fuzzy topological spaces, and the associated characterization theorem between
L-fuzzy topologies and convergence classes is established. Q 1998 Academic Press
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1. PRELIMINARIES
In the sequel, X always stands for a nonempty ordinary set, L always
means a completely distributive lattice with an ordering-reversing involu-
X  .tion : L ª L, i.e., a fuzzy lattice F-lattice for short . The smallest element
and the largest element of L are denoted by 0 and 1 , or 0 and 1 forL L
X  .   .short, respectively. For every A g L , denote supp A s x g X : A x )
4 X X X .  .X0 , call it the support of A. Also define A g L by A x s A x for
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every x g X. For every a g L, let a denote the constant mapping from X
to L with value a.
Note that the partial order F on L naturally induces a pointwise order
F on LX as follows: For every pair U, V g LX,
u F V m ; x g X , U x F V x . .  .
This order is also a partial order, and it makes LX to be a F-lattice. So for
convenience, we always consider every subfamily A ; LX has been
equipped with the relative order in LX.
DEFINITION 1.1. A relation F on a set P is called a preorder, if F is
reflexive and transitive. A set P equipped with a preorder F is called a
preordered set.
A relation F on a set D is called directed, if for every finite D ; D,0
there exists d g D such that d F d for every d g D . A set D equipped0 0 0
with a directed preorder F is called a directed set or up-directed set. The
dual notion down-directed set is dually defined.
DEFINITION 1.2. ;a g L, denote
 4  4­ a s b g L: b G a , x a s b g L: b F a .
a g L is called join-irreducible, if for every two a, b g L,
a F a k b « a F a or a F b;
every nonzero join-irreducible element is called a molecule. For every
 .A ; L, denote the set of all the molecules contained in A by M A .
Note that for a nonempty ordinary set X, a F-lattice L and an L-fuzzy
subset A g LX, according to the symbol defined above, x A is the set of
all the elements in LX smaller than A. So the set of all the molecules of
LX smaller than A is just
M x A s x : x g X , l g M L , l F A x . 4 .  .  .l
DEFINITION 1.3. ; x g X, a g L, denote the L-fuzzy subset taking
value a at x and value 0 at other points of X by x , call it an L-fuzzy pointa
on X. For every A ; LX, denote the set of all the L-fuzzy points on X
 . X  .contained in A by Pt A ; especially, for every A g L , Pt x A means the
set of all the L-fuzzy points contained in x A, i.e., smaller than A.
d ; LX is called an L-fuzzy topology on X, if d is closed under arbitrary
 X .joins and finite meets; especially, 0, 1 g d . Call L , d an L-fuzzy topologi-
cal space, or call it an L-fts for short. Every U g d is called an open subset
 X . X Xin L , d , and every P g L such that P g d is called a closed subset in
 X .  X . XL , d . Denote the family of all the closed subsets in L , d by d .
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 X . XDEFINITION 1.4. Let L , d be an L-fts, A g L . Define respectively
the interior A0 and the closure Ay of A as
0  4 y  X 4A s E U g d : U F A , A s H P g d : P G A .
For every two A, B g LX, say A quasi-coincides with B, denoted by AqB,Ã
 . X .if there exists x g X such that A x g B x ; otherwise, denote it by
A! qB.Ã
 X . XLet x g Pt L , U g d , P g d . U is called a quasi-coincident neighbor-a
hood of x , if x qU; denote the family of all the quasi-coincident neigh-Ãa a
 .borhoods of x by Q x , called the quasi-coincident neighborhood systema a
 X .  X . Xof x in L , d . x g M L is called an adherent point of A g L , ifa l
 .UqA for every U g Q x .Ã l
According to the previous stipulation, every quasi-coincide neighbor-
 .  X . Xhood system Q x in L , d is equipped with the relative order in L .a
DEFINITION 1.5. Define a relation U on L as follows: For every two
a, b g L, b U a if and only if for every C ; L such that EC G a, there
 .  4exists c g C such that b F c. Denote b a s b g L: b U a , Every subset
 .D ; b a satisfying E D s a is called a minimal set of a in L.
w xTHEOREM 1.6 6, 11]13 . Let L be a complete lattice. Then the following
conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .i L is completely distributi¨ e.
 .ii E¨ery element of L has a minimal set.
 .iii E¨ery element of L has a minimal set consisting of molecules in L.
COROLLARY 1.7. E¨ery element in a completely distributi¨ e lattice can
represented as a join of molecules.
 X .  X .THEOREM 1.8. Let L , d be an L-fts. Then for e¨ery x g M L ,l
 . X  .Q x is a down-directed set in L and 0 f Q x .l a
 X . X  4PROPOSITION 1.9. Let L , d be an L-fts, A, B, C g L , A : t g T ;t
X  4L , x g X, a g L_ 0 . Then
 . X Xi AqB m BqA m A g B m B g A .Ã Ã
 .ii AqE m ' t g T , AqA .Ã Ãt g T t
 .iii A F B, CqA « CqB.Ã Ã
DEFINITION 1.10. Let X be a nonempty ordinary set, L a F-lattice, a
mapping c: LX ª LX is called a closure operator on LX, if it fulfills the
following conditions:
 .  .CO1 c 0 s 0.
 . X  .CO2 ;A g L , A F c A .
 . X  .  .  .CO3 ;A, B g L , c A k B s c A k c B .
 . X   ..  .CO4 ;A g L , c c A s c A .
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For a closure operator c on LX, define the L-fuzzy topology generated
by c as
d s A g LX : c AX s AX . 4 .
THEOREM 1.11. Let X be a nonempty ordinary set, L a F-lattice, c:
X X X  .  .L ª L an operator on L satisfying conditions CO1 ] CO3 , then the
L-fuzzy topology d generated by c is exactly an L-fuzzy topology on X.
 . y  .Moreo¨er, if c also fulfills condition CO4 , then A s c A holds in the L-fts
 X . XL , d for e¨ery A g L .
THEOREM 1.12. Let X be a nonempty ordinary set, L a F-lattice, C the
family of all the closure operators on LX, T the family of all the L-fuzzy
topologies on X. Then
f : C ª T , f c s A g LX : c AX s AX 4 .  .
is a bijection, and its re¨erse is just
fy1 : T ª I , fy1 d s cl . . d
2. NET AND CONVERGENCE
DEFINITION 2.1. Let D be a directed set, A g LX. Call every mapping
 .S: D ª Pt x A a net in A, and D the index set of S. Especially, a
 . mapping S: D ª M x A a molecule net in A. Also call a net a molecule
. X  X .net, respectively in 1 a net in L a molecule net in L , respectively .
X  X .A net S in L with index set D is also denoted by S: D ª L , d or
  . 4S s S n , n g D .
  . 4 X  X .For a net S s S n , n g D in L and e g Pt L , S is called a
 .constant net with value e, if S n s e for every e g D.
 X .   . 4DEFINITION 2.2. Let L , d be an L-fts, S s S n , n g D a net in
 X .  X .L , d , P a property, e g Pt L .
Call S e¨entually possesses the property P, if there exists n g D such0
 .that for every n g D, n G n , S n always possess the property P. Call S0
frequently possesses the property P, if for every n g D, there always exist
 .n g D such that n G n and S n possesses the property P.0 0 0
Call e a cluster point of S, denoted by S`e, if for every Q-neighborhood
U of e, S frequently quasi-coincides with U. Call e a limit point or a limit
for short, denoted by S ª e, if for every Q-neighborhood U of e, S
eventually quasi-coincides with U; in this case we also say S con¨erges to e,
or say S is con¨ergent to e.
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Denote the join of all the cluster points of S by clu S, the join of all the
limit points of net S by lim S.
 X .   . 4THEOREM 2.3. Let L , d be an L-fts, S s S n , n g D a net in
 X .  X .L , d , e g Pt L . Then
 .i S ª e « S`e.
 .ii lim S F clu S.
 .iii S`e G d « S`d.
 .iv S ª e G d « S ª d.
 .v S`e m e F clu S.
 .vi S ª e m e F lim S.
 X .  X .DEFINITION 2.4. Let L , d be an L-fts, S: D ª L , d , T : E ª
 X .  X .L , d be two nets in L , d . Call T is a subnet of S, if there exists a
mapping N: E ª D, called a cofinal selection on S, such that
 .i T s S( N;
 .  .ii For every n g D, there exists m g E such that N m G n0 0 0
for m G m .0
 X .  Y .  X .THEOREM 2.5. Let L , d , L , m be an L-fts, S a net in L , d , T a
 X .subset of S, e g Pt L . Then
 .i S ª e « T ª e.
 .ii lim S F lim T.
 .iii T`e « S`e.
 .iv clu T F clu S.
 X .  X .  X .THEOREM 2.6. Let L , d be an L-fts, S a net in L , d , e g Pt L .
Then S ª e if and only if T`e for e¨ery subnet T of S.
 .  .  .Proof. Necessity By Theorems 2.5 i and 2.3 i .
 .   . 4Sufficiency Suppose S s S n , n g D , S does not converge to e.
 .Then 'U g Q e such that S frequently does not quasi-coincide with U .0 0
 .  .  .That is to say, 'U g Q e , ;n g D, 'N n g D such that N n G0
  ..n, S N n ! qU . So we get a cofinal selection N: D ª D and then aÃ 0
 .  .subnet T s S( N of S. Since for U g Q e and every n g D, T n s0
  ..S N n ! qU , e is not a cluster point of T.Ã 0
About a cluster point of a net, we have furthermore the following
important theorem.
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 X .  X .THEOREM 2.7. Let L , d be an L-fts, e g Pt L . Then the following
conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .  .i Q e is down-directed.
 .  X .ii Bolzano]Weierstrass property: For e¨ery net S in L , d such that
S`e, S has a subnet T ª e.
 .  X .iii For e¨ery molecule net S in L , d such that S`e, S has a subnet
T ª e.
 .  .  .  X .Proof. i « ii . Suppose Q e is down-directed and net S`e in L , d ,
hope to prove that S has a subnet T ª e.
Suppose D is the index set of S, A is a down-directed down-cofinal
 .subset of Q e . Take E s D = A, define a relation F on E by
; m , U , n , V g E, m , U F n , V m m F n , u G V , .  .  .  .
 .Then F is a directed preorder in fact, a directed partial order on E, E
equipped with F is a directed set.
 .  .  .  .; n, U g E, since U g Q e , S`e, 'N n, U g D such that N n, U G
  ..n, S N n, U qU. So we get a mapping N: E ª D. ;n g D, since A is aÃ 0
 .  .down-directed set, A / B, 'U g A. So n , U g E. Then ; n, U g E0 0 0
 .  .  .such that n, U G n , U , we have N n, U G n G n . That is to say N:0 0 0
E ª D is a cofinal selection, T s S( N is a subnet of S.
 .  .;U g Q e , since A is down-directed in Q e , 'U g A such that0
 .  .U F U. Since S`e, 'n g D such that S n qU . Then n , U g E.Ã0 0 0 0 0 0
 .  .  .  .   ..; n, V g E such that n, V G n , U , we have T n, V s S N n, V qVÃ0 0
 .F U , T n, V qU . So T eventually quasi-coincides with U , T ª e.Ã0 0 0
 .  .ii « iii : Obvious.
 .  .iii « i : We prove the implication in three steps:
 .1 Construct index set D. Denote the set of all natural numbers by
N, let
 4D s U , . . . , U : r g N, ; i g 1, . . . , r , U g Q e , 4 .  .1 r i
 . define a relation - on D as follows: For arbitrary U , . . . , U , V , . . . ,1 r 1
.V g D,s
 4  4U , . . . , U - V , . . . , V m U , . . . , U m V , . . . , V . .  .1 r 1 s 1 r 1 s
Finally, define a relation F on D by
;m , n g D , m F n m m - n or m s n.
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Then one can easily find that F is a preorder on D; in fact, F is even a
 .  .partial order on D. Now for arbitrary U , . . . , U , V , . . . , V g D, we1 r 1 s
have the following relation in D:
U , . . . , U , V , . . . , V F U , . . . , U , V , . . . , V g D. .  .  .1 r 1 s 1 r 1 s
So that D equipped with F is a directed set.
 .   . 4  .2 Construct net S s S n , n g D . ;n s U , . . . , U g D, then1 r
 .  X .U g Q e , eqU . Since e g Pt L , we can assume e s x . By CorollaryÃ1 1 a
 .1.7, there exists C ; M L such that EC s a. Then by x qU we haveÃa 1
 .X  .XEC s a g U x , there exists l g C such that l g U x , x qU . There-Ã1 1 l 1
 .   . 4  X .fore, take S n s x , we have a molecule net S s S n , n g D in L , dl
 .  .satisfying S U , . . . , U qU for every U , . . . , U g D.Ã1 r 1 1 r
 .  .3 Prove Q e is down-directed. First of all, we prove S`e. In fact,
 .  .  .let U g Q e and n s U , . . . , U g D. Take m s U, U , . . . , U g D,1 r 1 r
 .then according to the preorder F defined in 1 , m G n; according to the
 .  .definition of S in 2 , S m qU. So S`e. Now following the assumption inÃ
 .   . 4  .iii , S has a subnet T s T m , m g E ª e. Let U, V g Q e , going to
 .  .prove that U n V g Q e . Since T ª e, 'k g E such that T m quasi-
coincides with both U and V for every m G k. Since T is a subnet of the
 .  X .  .molecule net S, T m is also a molecule in L , d , and hence T m
 .quasi-coincides with U n V. But according to the definition of every S n
 .   . 4  .in 2 , as one of elements in S n : n g D , it follows T m F e, and hence
 .  .eq U n V , U n V g Q e . This completes the proof.Ã
 .  .Remark 2.8. The implication iii « i in Theorem 2.7 has another
proof as follows, which is longer but maybe more geometrical:
Let A be a nonempty set, r an ordinal number. By Zermelo's Theorem
on well-ordering, there exists a relation - well-ordering A. Definew
relation F on A byw
;a, b g A , a F b m a - b or a s bw w
and relation F on r = A by
; a , a , b , b g r = A , a , a F b , b m a - b , or a s b , .  .  .  .
a F b.w
Call the set r = A equipped with this relation F the well-ordered r-copy
of A. Then for every nonempty set A and every ordinal number r, the
relation F on the well-ordered r-copy r = A well-orders r = A, i.e.,
 .r = A equipped with F is a well-ordered set. Suppose Q e is not
 .  .down-directed, then 'U , U g Q e such that U n U f Q e . Take D as0 1 0 1
 .  .the well-ordered v-copy v = Q e of Q e , then D is a well-ordered set
and then clearly a directed set.
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 .Suppose e s x . ; n, U g D, there totally exist the following fivea
possibilities:
 .  .  .Case 1 . U n U g Q x , U n U f Q x ;0 a 1 a
 .  .  .Case 2 . U n U f Q x , U n U g Q x ;0 a 1 a
 .  .  .Case 3 . U n U f Q x , U n U f Q x ;0 a 1 a
 .  .  .Case 4 . U n U g Q x , U n U g Q x , 'm - v, n s 2m;0 a 1 a
 .  .  .Case 5 . U n U g Q x , U n U g Q x , 'm - v, n s 2m q 1.0 a 1 a
 .  X .We shall take S n, U g M L such that
¦In Case 1 S n , U qU, S n , U ! qU ; .  .  .Ã Ã 1
In Case 2 S n , U qU, S n , U ! qU ; .  .  .Ã Ã 0 ¥In Case 3 S n , U qU, S n , U ! qU , S n , U ! qU ; .  .  .  .Ã Ã Ã0 1
In Case 4 S n , U q U n U , S n , U ! qU ; .  .  .  .Ã Ã0 1 §In Case 5 S n , U q U n U , S n , U ! qU . .  .  .  .Ã Ã1 0
2.1 .
 .  .  .X  .For Case 1 , since U g Q x , a g U x . Since a s E M x a , soa
 .  .X  . 'l g M x a such that l g U x . Since U n U f Q x , l F a F U n1 a 1
.X .  .X  .X  .  .X  .XU x s U x k U x . By l g M L and l g U x , we have l F U x .1 1
 .  X .  .  .So we take S n, U s x g M L , then S n, U qU, S n, U ! qU .Ã Ãl 1
 .  .  .  X .For Case 2 , similar to Case 1 , we can take S n, U g M L such
 .  .that S n, U qU, S n, U ! qU .Ã Ã 0
 .  .  .  X .For Case 3 , similar to Case 1 , we can take S n, U g M L such
 .  .that S n, U qU, S n, U ! qU , U .Ã Ã 0 1
 .  .  .X .For Case 4 , since U n U g Q x , a g U n U x . Since a s0 a 0
 .  .  .X .E M x a , 'l g M x a such that l g U n U x . By the supposition at0
 .  .  .the beginning of this proof of vii « i , U n U f Q x , so0 1 a
X XX X Xl F a F U n U x s U k U x F U n U k U x .  .  .  .  .  . .0 1 0 1 0 1
X Xs U n U x k U x . .  .  .0 1
 .  .X . X .  .By l g M L and l g U n U x , we have l F U x . Take S n, U s0 1
 .  .  .x , then S n, U q U n U but S n, U ! qU .Ã Ãl 0 1
 .  .  .  X .For Case 5 , similar to Case 4 , we can take S n, U g M L such
 .  .  .that S n, U q U n U but S n, U ! qU .Ã Ã1 0
 X .  X .Now S: D ª M L is a molecule net in L , d satisfying relations in
 .group 2.1 .
 .  .   . .   . .;U g Q e , ; n, V g D, then 2 n q 1 , U g D, 2 n q 1 , U )
 .  .   . . w  .  .xn, V and by relations 2.1 , S 2 n q 1 , U qU in Case 1 to 3 , orÃ
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  . .  . w  .x   . .S 2 n q 1 , U q U n U in Case 4 and then S 2 n q 1 , U qU, orÃ Ã0
  . .  . w  .x   . .S 2 n q 1 , U q U n U in Case 5 and then S 2 n q 1 , U qU. So S`e.Ã Ã1
 X .If T : E ª M L is a subnet of S such that T ª e. Then for U , U g0 1
 .Q e , there should exist m , m g E such that ;m g E, m G m «0 1 0
 .  .T m qU , m G m « T m qU . Since E is directed, 'm g E such thatÃ Ã0 1 1 2
 .m G m , m . So T m qU , U for every m g E, m G m . But T takesÃ2 0 1 0 1 2
 .  .  .  .values in img S , ' n, U g D such that T m s S n, U . By relations
 .  .2.1 , there is no S n, U can quasi-coincide with both U and U simulta-0 1
neously. So T cannot be convergent to e, S has not subnet which
converges to e.
 X .  X .  X .COROLLARY 2.1. Let L , d be an L-fts, S a net in L , d , e g M L .
Then S`e if and only if S has a subnet T ª e.
3. NET, CLOSEDNESS AND CONTINUITY
 X . X  X .THEOREM 3.1. Let L , d be an L-fts, e, A g L , If e g Pt L , then
the following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 . yi e F A .
 .ii There exists a net S in A such that S`e.
 .iii There exists a molecule net S in A such that S`e.
 X .  .If e g M L , then the following conditions are equi¨ alent to condition i
mentioned abo¨e:
 .iv e is an adherent point of A.
 .v There exists a net S in A such that S ª e.
 .vi There exists a molecule net S in A such that S ª e.
 X .Proof. Suppose e s x g Pt L .a
 .  .  .  .i « iii . Take D as the well-ordered v-copy v = Q e of Q e .
 .  .  .  .X  .; n,U g D, then U g Q x , E M x a s a g U x , 'l g M x a , l ga
 .X  . yU x , U g Q x . Since x F x F A , x is an adherent point of A, forl l a l
 . X  . X  .U g Q x , A g U . So ' y g M x A such that y g U . Denote S n, Ul g g
 .  .s y , we have S n, U F A, S n, U qU. So we have obtained a moleculeÃg
  .  . 4  .  .  .net S s S n, U , n, U g D in A. ;U g Q e , ; n, V g D, n q 1, U
 .  .  .g D, n q 1, U G n, V , S n q 1, U qU. So S frequently quasi-coincidesÃ
with U. Hence S`e.
 .  .iii « ii . Obvious.
 .  .   . 4ii « i . If there exists a net S s S n , n g D in A such that S`x ,a
 .  .  .then ;l g M x a , ;U g Q x , U g Q x . ;n g D, by S`x , 'n g Dl a a 0
 .  . X  .such that n G n, S n qU, S n g U . Since S is in A, S n F A, soÃ0 0 0 0
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X  .A g U , UqA. By the arbitrariness of U g Q x , x is an adherent pointÃ l l
y y .  .of A. So x F A , l F A x . By the arbitrariness of l g M x a , a sl
 . y . yE M x a F A x , x F A .a
 X .Now suppose e g M L .
 .  .vi « v . Obvious.
 .  .  .  .  .v « iv . By Theorem 2.3 i and what are proved above, v « ii «
 .  X .  .  .i . Then since e g M L , i « iv is obtained.
 .  .iv « i . By the property of adherent points.
 .  .  .  .i « vi . We have had i « iii . On the other hand, since e g
 X .  .  .M L , by Corollary 2.1, iii « iv .
 X . XCOROLLARY 3.2. Let L , d be an L-fts, A g L . Then the following
conditions are equi¨ alent:
 . yi A s A .
 .  X .ii For e¨ery net S in A and e¨ery e g Pt L , S`e « e F A.
 .  X .iii For e¨ery molecule net S in A and e¨ery e g Pt L , S`e « e F A.
 .  X .iv For e¨ery net S in A and e¨ery e g M L , S ª e « e F A.
 .  X .v For e¨ery molecule net S in A and e¨ery e g M L , S ª e « e
F A.
4. CONVERGENCE CLASSES
w xIn Ref. 9 , Liu and Pu introduced the notion of fuzzy convergence
classes, and proved that the fuzzy topologies and fuzzy convergence classes
were completely determined by each other. Furthermore, Liu pointed out
w x w x7 that the characterization of fuzzy convergence classes given in Ref. 9
was not perfect, and a correct condition was given at the same time. This
new condition is just for reflecting the stratification structure of the value
w xdomain L s 0, 1 there. In L-fuzzy topology, the new condition is then
invalid again; so finding a proper condition to replace it is just the aim of
this section.
X  nDEFINITION 4.1. Let L be an L-fuzzy space, D a directed set, E :
4 n  n . n4  X .n g D a family of directed sets, S s S m , m g E a net in Pt L
for every n g D. Then for the product directed set D s D = P En, theng D
net S: D ª LX defined as
; n , f g D, S n , f s Sn f n .  .  . .
 n 4is called the induced net of the net family S : n g D .
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DEFINITION 4.2. Let A ; LX.
 .   . 4Let S A denote the class of all the nets S s S n , n g D such thatM
 .  .  X .  X .  .S n g M A for every n g D. Let C ; S L = M L . Let S, e gM
 X .  X .  .S L = M L . Say S C-con¨erges to e, denoted by S ª e, if S, e gM C
C. Denote the case that S does not C-converge to e by S ¢ e.C
C is called an L-fuzzy con¨ergence class on LX, if it fulfills the following
conditions:
 .  X .  X .i If S g S L is a constant net with value e g M L , thenM
 .S ª e. CC1C
 .  .ii If S ª e and T is a subnet of S, then T ª e. CC2C C
 .  .  X .  X .iii For every S, e g S L = M L , if S ¢ e, then thereM C
 .exists a subnet T of S such that for every subnet R of T , R ¢ e. CC3C
 .  n 4  X .iv For every directed set D and every S : n g D ; S L ,M
n  n . n4 n  .where S s S m , m g E and S ª S n for every n g D, if S ª eC C
  . 4for the obtained molecule net S s S n , n g D , then for the induced net
ª ªn 4  .S of S : n g D , S ª e. CC4C
 .  .v For every x g X, every A ; M L and every molecule l F E A,
 4.  .there exists S g S x : j g A such that S ª x . CC5M j C l
 X .DEFINITION 4.3. Let L , d be an L-fts. Denote
w d s S, e g S LX = M LX : S ª e . .  .  .  . 4M
 . XCall w d the L-fuzzy con¨ergence class on L generated by d .
 X .  .THEOREM 4.4. Let L , d be an L-fts, then w d is an L-fuzzy con¨er-
gence class on LX.
 .Proof. Verifications are straightforward. We verify CC5 for instance.
 .  .  .Suppose x g X, A ; M L , l g M L , l F E A. ;U g Q x , thenl
 .X  .Xl g U x . Since l F E A, we have E A g U x , 'l g A such thatU
 .X  .  X .  .l g U x , l qU. Take S U s x . Since x g M L , D s Q eÃU U l lU
equipped with the partial order F defined asD
;U, V g D , U F V m U G VD
  . 4 is a directed set. So we obtain a molecule net S s S U , U g D g S x :M j
4.j g A and clearly S ª e.
 X .  X .  .  .LEMMA 4.5. Let C ; S L = M L fulfill CC4 and CC5 ,M ªt t X t . 4  .S , e : t g T ; C, e g M L , e F E e . Then there exists S gt g Tªt  ..S D img S such that S ª e.M t g T C
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  . t4Proof. Suppose e s x , A s j g M L : ' t g T , x s e , then wel j
t  .   . 4have l F E A by e F E e . By CC5 , there exists S s S n , n g Dt g T
 4.  .  4  tg S x : j s A such that S ª x . Certainly S n g x : j g A ; e :M j C l j
4  . tn. tn.t g T for every n g D, so ;n g D, ' t n g T such that S ª e sCª tn. .  .  4S n . Then by CC4 , the induced net S of S : n g D C-converges to e.
ª t  ..Clearly we have S g S D img S .M t g T
 X .  X .  .  .LEMMA 4.6. Let C ; S L = M L fulfill CC4 and CC5 , A ;M
 X .  .  .M L , S g S xE A , S ª e. Then there exists S g S A such thatM C M
S ª e.C
 .Proof. Suppose the index set of S is D. ;n g D, since S n g
 .  .M xE A , by CC5 , similar to the proof of Lemma 4.7 one can easily
n  . n  .prove that 'T g S A such that T ª S n . Denote the induced netM C
 n 4  .  .of T : n g D by S, then S g S A and by CC4 , S ª e.M C
 X .  X .DEFINITION 4.7. Let C ; S L = M L .M
For every A g LX, denote
clu A s e g M LX : 'S g S x A , S ª e . .  .  . 4C M C
Define an operator c on LX, called the closure operator generated by C ,
as follows:
c A s E clu A , ;A g LX . .  .C
THEOREM 4.8. Let X be a nonempty ordinary set, L a F-lattice, C an
L-fuzzy con¨ergence class on LX. Then the closure operator c generated by C
is a closure operator on LX.
 .  .Proof. We are going to verify the conditions CO1 ] CO4 of a closure
operator.
 .CO1 . Clear.
 .  .CO2 . By CC1 .
 . XCO3 . Let A, B g L . By the definition of c, clearly A F B «
 .  .  .  .  .c A F c B , so we need only prove clu A k B ; clu A j clu B .C C C
 .  .;e g clu A k B , then 'S g S A k B such that S ª e. SupposeC M C
  . 4 the index set of S is D, denote D s n g D: S n F A , D s n g D:A B
 . 4  .  .  X .  .S n F B . ;n g D, S n F A k B. Since S n g M L , so S n F A or
 .S n F B, D s D j D . Thus clearly there is at least one of D and DA B A B
must be a cofinal subset of D, suppose it is D . ;n , n g D ; D,A 1 2 A
'n g D such that n G n , n . Since D is a cofinal subset of D,3 3 1 2 A
'n g D such that n G n . So n G n , n , D is a directed set. Then we0 A 0 3 0 1 2 A
 .get a subnet T g S x A of S with the cofinal selection N: D ª D,M A
 .  .  .N n s n. By CC2 , T ª e, e g clu A .C C
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 . X  .  .   ..CO4 . Let A g L . By CO2 proved above, c A F c c A . So we
  ..  .need only prove clu c A ; clu A .C C
  .  X .  . 4Suppose A s S g S x A : 'e g M L , S, e g C . ;e gM
  ..   . 4   ..clu c A , 'S s S n , n g D g S xc A such that S ª e. ;n g D,C M C
 .   ..   .. nsince S n g M xc A s M xE clu A , by Lemma 4.6, 'S gC
  ..  . n  .S D img T ; S x A such that S ª S n . Denote the inducedM T g A M C
 n 4  .  .net of S : n g D by S, then S g S x A and by CC4 , S ª e. By theM C
 .  .   ..  .definition of clu A , e g clu A , clu c A ; clu A .C C C C
By the theorem proved above and Theorem 1.12, we can introduce the
following.
DEFINITION 4.9. Let X be a nonempty ordinary set, L a F-lattice, C an
L-fuzzy convergence class on LX. Denote the L-fuzzy topology on X
X  .generated by the closure operator on L generated by C as c C .
Then we can establish the following results on the correspondence
between L-fuzzy topologies and L-fuzzy convergence classes:
THEOREM 4.10. Let X be a nonempty ordinary, L a F-lattice. Then
 .   ..i For e¨ery L-fuzzy topology d on X, c w d s d .
 . X   ..ii For e¨ery L-fuzzy con¨ergence class C on L , w c C s C.
 . Xiii For e¨ery pair d , m of L-fuzzy topologies on L such that d ; m,
 .  .w d > w m .
 . Xiv For e¨ery pair C , D of L-fuzzy con¨ergence classes on L such
 .  .that C ; D, c C > c D .
 .  .Proof. i Suppose the closure operator generated by w d as c, still
X  X . y  X.y Xdenote the closure of A g L in L , d as A . ;U g d , U s U .
 . XSince w d is an L-fuzzy convergence class on L , by Theorem 4.9, c is a
X  . X  X.   X ..closure operator on L . So by CO1 , U F c U . ;e g M xc U , since
 .  X .c d is an L-fuzzy convergence class, by Lemma 4.6, 'S g S xU suchM
 X .that S ª e. But this just means S ª e in L , d , so by Theorem 3.1wd .
 .  .  X.y X  X. X  X. Xvi « i , e F U s U . Therefore, c U F U , c U s U , U g
  ..   ..c w d , d ; c w d .
  ..  X. X X;U g c w d , c U s U . Let S be a molecule net in U , S ª e g
 X .  X.  X.  X. XM L . Then S ª e, e g clu U , e F E clu U s c U s U .wd . w d . w d .
 .  .  X.y X   ..By Corollary 3.2 v « i , U s U , U g d . Hence c w d ; d ,
  ..c w d s d .
 .  .ii Denote the closure operator generated by C as c. ; S, e g C.
 X  ..  .If S does not converge to e in L , c C , then 'U g Q e such that Sc C .
frequently does not quasi-coincide with U, i.e., S is frequently in U X. So S
 X.  .  X.has a subnet T g S xU . In view of CC2 , T ª e. Hence e g clu U ,M C C
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 X.  X. Xe F c U s cl U s U , this is a contradiction. So S ª e inc C .
 X  ..  .   ..   ..L , c C , S, e g w c C . This proves C ; w c C .
 .   ..  X  ..Suppose S, e g w c C , then S ª e in L , c C . We have to prove
 .   .S ª e. Suppose this is not true, then by CC3 , S has a subnet T s T m ,C
4m g E such that no subnet of T which C-converges to e. By Theorem
 .  X  ..  42.5 i , T ª e in L , c C . ;m g E, denote E s k g E: k G m , thenm
  . 4E is a directed set, T s T k , k g E is a subnet of T. By T ª e inm m m
 X  ..  .  X  ..L , c C and Theorem 2.5 i , every T ª e in L , c C . By Theoremm
 .  .3.1 vi « i ,
e F cl Eimg T s c E img T s E clu E img T . .  .  . .  .  .c C . m m C m
 ..By Lemma 4.6, 'R g S xE imgT such that R ª e. By Lemmam M m m C
  ..  .4.7, 'R g S img T and R ª e. Take K m s e for every m g E,m M m m C
 .   . 4  .then by CC1 , K s K m , m g E ª e, ;m g E, R ª K m . ByC m C
 .  4CC4 , the induced net K of R : m g E C-converges to e.m
 .For the index set E = P D of K and an arbitrary element m, fmg E m
 .   ..  .  .g E = P D , since K m, f s R f m g img T , 'N m, f g Emg E m m m
 .  .   ..such that N m, f G m and K m, f s T N m, f . So we obtain a map-
ping N: E = P D ª E such that K s T ( N. ;m g E, arbitrarily fixmg E m 0
 .  .f g P D , then ; m, f g E = P D such that m, f G0 mg E m mg E m
 .  .m , f , N m, f G m G m . Therefore, N is a confinal selection on T , K0 0 0
is a subnet of T. But we have proved above that K ª e, this contradictsC
with the property of T that it has no subnet which C-converges to e.
 . Xiii Suppose d , m are two L-fuzzy topologies on L and d ; m. If
 .  .  X .S, e g w m , then S ª e in L , m , i.e., S eventually quasi-coincides
 .  .  .with every element of Q e . But d ; m, so Q e > Q e . Hence Sm m d
 .  X .eventually quasi-coincides with every element of Q e , S ª e in L , d ,d
 .  .  .  .S, e g w d , w m ; w d .
 . Xiv Suppose C , D are L-fuzzy convergence classes on L and
C ; D, then for every A g LX, we have
clu A s e g M LX : 'S g S x A , S ª e .  .  . 4C M C
s e g M LX : 'S g S x A , S, e g C .  .  . 4M
; e g M LX : 'S g S x A , S, e g D .  .  . 4M
s e g M LX : 'S g S x A , S ª e .  . 4M D
s clu A . .D
So let cl and cl denote the closure operators generated by C and DC D
 X  ..respectively, for an arbitrary closed subset A in L-fts L , c D , we have
cl A s E clu A F E clu A s cl A s A , .  .  .  .C C D D
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 .  X  ..i.e., cl A s A, A is also closed in L , c C . This exactly meansC
 .  .c C > c D .
 .Remark 4.11. It is not difficult to show that CC5 can be equivalently
replaced by
 X.  X .  .v For every A ; M L and every e g M xE A , there exists
 .  X.S g S A such that S ª e. CC5M C
It is just the essential difference between convergence classes in L-fuzzy
 .topological spaces and general topological spaces. For the reason, CC5
can not be omitted from the definition of L-fuzzy convergence class
 .Example 4.13 , although it will become a trivial condition in general
topology.
 4 w xEXAMPLE 4.12. Take X be a singleton x , L s 0, 1 . For every net
  . 4 X  .    .. 4  .S s S n , n g D on L , denote F S s ht S n , n g D , then F S is
w x Xa net in 0, 1 . Use S to denote a net in L , take
2w xC s S, x : l g 0, 1 _ , 1 F S eventually equals to l .  . 4 4l 3
1 1 2
2D s S, x : ;« ) 0, F S eventually is in y « , j .  4 4 .  .3 3 33
2 2  4D s S, x : ;« ) 0, F S eventually is in y « , j 1 , .  . 4 .1 3 3
 X .  X .  .  .then C ; S L = M L and clearly satisfies CC1 ] CC3 .M
  . 4 X nSuppose S s S n , n g D is a net in L , S ª x , ;n g D, T is aC l
X n  .net in L , T ª S n .C
2 2w x  4  . w x  4If l g 0, 1 _ , 1 , then F S eventually equals to l g 1, 1 _ , 1 , so3 3
 n.for every n g D, F T eventually equals to l. Hence the induced net of
 n 4T : n g D C-converges to x .l
2 1 1 2 .  .  4If l s , then for every « ) 0, F S eventually is in y « , j .3 3 3 3
;n g D,
1 1 n .  . .  .  .1 If F S n g y « , , then F T eventually equals to3 3
 . .F S n ;
2 1 1 2n .  . .  .  .  42 If F S n s , then F T eventually is in y « , j .3 3 3 3
1 1 2n .  .  4So for every n g D, F T always eventually is in y « , j , this3 3 3
 n 4implies that the induced net of T , n g D C-converges to x s x .2r3 l
If l s 1, the discussion is similar.
 n 4So we have proved that the induced net of T , n g D always C-con-
 .verges to CC4 is true for C.
Now for the closure operator c generated by C , clearly c x s x ,1r3 2r3
 .  .  .cc x s c x s x , the condition CO4 is not satisfied, c is not a1r3 2r3 1
closure operator on LX.
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